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E~t, let's talk semantics. How do word~ ~b~ain~meaning 
in individual minds? We know words are emotional but how 
do we come to associate feelings with them? While experts 

debate exactly where and how this happens in the brain
there is one consensus: words obtain meaning from 

experience and genetics. So ... we can trace back to the quote. , 
How do I know when I say the word love- you are hearing 

me? If the word love has been processed through 
exponentially different experiences in your emotional brain

how can we line up our narratives to make sure we are 

) 
HEARING each other? 
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AWARENESS! Choosing to aifigentfy use words! By being \ 

aware that experience is a forceful driver of language } \ 
semantics and it's perception, we can craft our words to \ , 
listen and to be heard (after practice and careful desire.) ) , I 
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l"AND THIS MATTRQS BE.CAUSE •••• ?' I I IJ{ 
Using the knowledge we have now, we can be more conscious of the \; 
words we use to represent our thoughts and emotions. Now we can t; 
understand words themselves will be emotionally processed. Not only / 
that but they will be processed based on individual experience- creating \) 
different meaning for each mind. 

So instead of running and screaming into conflict with your naked 
emotions like, "l'M ANGRY AND YOU HURT ME" we can instead let our 
amygdala breathe (refer to the first Las Traumadas issue) to find the 
words that you are feeling honestly. Example: 

1. How to add kerosene tu the fire that is conflict: "I'm pissed off at 
you, I always thought that hat you wear is stupid and I'm never 
inviting you to my birthday party again." 

2. How to dampen the conflict and lessen it: "It hurt me when you 
did x, y and z, I was vEry mad about it but mostly now I am hurt. 
Please listen to me when I tell you how this hurt." (Hint: address 
the hat being stupid at another time- it is not appropriate right 
now.} 

The second approach is diligent in word choosing. There are words do 
not come as an attack, but come to speak their piece to be heard. Using 

\ words whose connotations won't initiate a defense response can help 

~th parties to be heard and fin~-~ommon g~_, / 
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Words are processed through our emotional 
brain with the assistance of our experiences and 

genetic make up. For these reasons, it can be 
beneficial to measure your words and carry 

them in an empathetic manner. It is important 
for you to be heard and to hear how other 

people are saying their words. Maybe try this in 

conflict next time, or even to avoid/facilitate it. 
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necessarily to be right. This issue of las T raum.adas explains one way to do that. Places this knowledge can he pragmatically he[pfiu: r 

meeting with our boss, a disagreement with a fiend, debating insurance with your mom- in these cases you can use the right words to 

decrease conflict and increase understanding therefore increasing the chances c![_hoth parties [~aving ha~-~ 
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